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ABSTRACT 

As a technique to solve new problems based on previous successful cases, CBR 

represents significant prospects for improving the accuracy and effectiveness of 

unstructured decision-making problems. Similar problems have similar solutions is 

the main assumption. Utility oriented similarity modeling is gradually becoming an 

important direction for Case-based reasoning research. In this thesis, we propose a 

new way to represent the utility of case by using fuzzy rules. Our method could be 

considered as a new way to estimate case utility based on fuzzy rule based reasoning. 

We use modified WANG’s algorithm to generate a fuzzy if-then rule from a case pair 

instead of a single case. The fuzzy if-then rules have been identified as a powerful 

means to capture domain information for case utility approximation than traditional 

similarity measures based on feature weighting. The reason why we choose the 

WANG algorithm as the foundation is that it is a simpler and faster algorithm to 

generate if-then rules from examples. The generated fuzzy rules are utilized as a case 

matching mechanism to estimate the utility of the cases for a given problem. The 

given problem will be formed with each case in the case library into pairs which are 

treated as the inputs of fuzzy rules to determine whether or to which extent a known 

case is useful to the problem. One case has an estimated utility score to the given 

problem to help our system to make decision. The experiments on several data sets 

have showed the superiority of our method over traditional schemes, as well as the 

feasibility of learning fuzzy if-then rules from a small number of cases while still 

having good performances. 
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1 Introduction 

As a reasoning method to solve new problems based on previous experiential 

knowledge, in the form of previous cases, Case-based reasoning [1] is similar to the 

process of human decision-solving used in real world. Due to its high adaptability for 

general purpose, CBR has been used widely in many areas. Case-based reasoning is 

used in this situation where general knowledge is lacking, but a set of previous cases 

is available which is suitable for reasoning immediately to get the desired solution of 

a given problem. CBR represents significant prospect for improving the accuracy and 

effectiveness of unstructured decision-making problems. Similar problem has similar 

solution is the core assumption. For doing these, the new problem will be compared 

with cases from the case base, we then find some useful cases to combine or modify 

these cases’ solutions in the decision fusion step to find an optimal solution for the 

given problem. Obviously, the success of the case-based problem solving critically 

depends on the retrieval of cases from which the desired solution can be achieved. 

Given the description of a new problem, the most crucial step in CBR is to find 

the useful or relevant cases from the case base. Lots of previous works have been 

done to find similar measurement, for example, Hamming distance, Euclidean 

distance, but these similarity measurements are not sufficient since all features are 

considered equally. The task to achieve an adequate similarity measure is one of the 

most important tasks, but unfortunately, one of the most difficult tasks, too. To get 

the proper similarity assessments is the most important step to perform CBR tasks 

successfully. 

So far the main stream of similarity modeling has been focused on feature 

weighting [4]. There is a method to adjust feature weights according to the feedback, 

i.e., success or fail, of the retrieval results in [5]. In [6] a method is introduced to 

optimize the number of neighbors and the weight of every feature. Probability-based 

method, as showed in [7], which assigned the weight values to features by utilizing 

the classes probability and probability ranking principle. All the works mentioned 

above do not account for the utility of cases directly, and as a consequence these 

methods cannot achieve better performance. Until now, there are a lot of works in 

attempt to approximate case utility by similarity assessments; we would rather find a 

way to directly represent case utility without similarity assessments.  

A utility oriented similarity modeling which is introduced in [3] and [13] uses 
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similarity to approximate utility. Therein a framework for utility-oriented similarity 

modeling is built. It proposed an idea to get the utility from the pairs of cases. And 

the discrepancy between the assessed similarity values and the desired utility values 

is minimized by adapting the parameters in a similarity metric.  

A view to view similarity as a kind of fuzzy equality is in particular useful when 

the problem is classification. That is the basic idea of the method used in this thesis. 

Problem solving is based on the core CBR assumption that similar problems have 

similar solutions. The similarity measure always tried to approximate some form of 

utility. To find the solutions of solved cases which can be adapted to the given 

problem is the aim of retrieving cases in CBR. Hence, we should select the case that is 

most suitable for adaptation. The retrieval should select the case whose solution has 

the significant utility for the current problem. Fig.1 shows the basic traditional CBR 

model.  

New problem 

P 

New solution 

S

Problem 

Solution

Similarity 

Adapatation 

Utility 

Case base

 

Fig.1 Traditional CBR Model 

In this thesis, we propose a new way to represent the utility of the cases, which is 

more competent to capture the global information about the cases than similarity 

modeling. Our method could be considered as a way to achieve fuzzy rule based 

reasoning and will show the advantage to exploit more information of previous cases. 

The task to generate fuzzy rules is fundamental and important in our thesis. We 

propose modified WANG’s algorithm to generate fuzzy if-then rules from case pairs 

instead of a single case. The original WANG’s algorithm [14] is a simpler and faster 

algorithm to generate if-then rules, so we modified WANG’s algorithm to inherit its 

advantages in our thesis. And the fuzzy if-then rule has been identified as a powerful 

means to capture domain information for case utility than traditional similarity 

measures based on feature weighting. The generated fuzzy rules are utilized as a case 

matching mechanism to obtain the utility of the cases for a given problem. The inputs 
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of fuzzy rules actually are case pairs which are formed by the given problem with a 

case in the case library. This is the way to determine whether or to which extent a 

known case is useful to the given problem in this thesis. The utility score for each case 

to the given problem will be calculated to help our system to make decision. Finally, 

we can combine or modify the cases’ solutions to get a new solution for the given 

problem. 

Our work has demonstrated that this proposed method has the ability to mining 

fuzzy knowledge from a small number of cases while still has better performance 

compared with other papers’ results. 

The thesis is organized as follow: in section 2, we review some basic concepts of 

CBR and some related works. From the lots of related works which have been done, 

we will have a deep understanding about how the CBR progresses. In section 3 we 

outline our CBR system integrated with fuzzy rules to estimate case utility for new 

problem. The way to assess the utility will be introduced in this section. And before 

that, we will have an overview of our system. In section 4, we discuss modified 

WANG’s algorithm to learn fuzzy rules from case pairs formed from the case base. 

The detailed steps to generate the fuzzy rules will be listed. We show our experiment 

results by using our method in section 5. Compared to other methods’ results, the 

results achieved by our method will show the outstanding advantage. In the end we 

give conclusion in section 6. Some future works are outlined is section 7. 

 

2 Background 

2.1 An overview of CBR 

2.1.1 Basics about CBR 

In 1977 Schank and Abelson held the original concept of CBR. They recorded our 

general knowledge about situations as scripts which made it possible for us to set up 

expectations and perform inferences. 

In 1994 Aamodt & Plaza proposed that case-based reasoning was a recent way to 

problem solving and reasoning [1]. Originating in the United States, The underlying 
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idea and underlying theories of CBR have spread widely to other countries.  

Compared to the conclusions separated from their context, the previous solved 

cases are preferred by many people, which are why they choose case-based reasoning 

to do the relevant research. CBR has good performance in the situations where 

general knowledge is lacking, but a set of previous cases is available which can be 

utilized for reasoning immediately to get the solution for new problem. Due to its 

high adaptability for general purpose, CBR has been used widely in many areas. A 

case library can also be a powerful corporate resource, allowing everyone in an 

organization to use the case library when handling a new problem.  

CBR is a problem-solving technique by using solved cases in a case base, whose 

purpose is to find a new solution to the new problem. The problem solving is based 

on the core CBR assumption that similar problems have similar solutions, while other 

artificial intelligence techniques depend on the relation between problem descriptors 

and conclusions [11]. CBR reuse previous successful cases’ information, and the 

collection of previously solved cases and their solutions are stored in a case base. 

Cases are retrieved from the case base based on the similarity between the unsolved 

problem and the solved problem in the case library, so it is effective and easy for 

complex and unstructured problem to update the case base. Generally, the case with 

the high similarity value should be selected and the solution from this case should be 

adapted to obtain a solution to the new problem. 
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Fig.2  General Architecture of a CBR system. 

General architecture of a CBR system is showed in Figure 2. When a new 

problem comes, it becomes an input to the system. The CBR system retrieve cases 

which are similar to problem based on several features. And the system generates a 

solution to the problem by modifying the retrieved cases’ solutions. When the 

proposed solution is validated through user or the environment, the system add the 

validated solution to the case base for further use; softly the case base library will get 

bigger, after more new problems are solved.  

So the CBR system can be described as: learning from past, building experience, 

improving performance by increasing case library. 

Aamodt and Plaza have described CBR typically as a process of comprising the 

four steps as follows: 

 RETRIEVE the similar cases from the case library;  

 REUSE the cases to try to solve the problem;  

 REVISE the proposed solution; 

 RETAIN the final solution to form a new case. 

Retrieve 

Reuse 

Revise 

New problem 

Case base 

 

Confirmed solution Proposed solution 

Retain 
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A CBR tool should support the four main processes of CBR: retrieval, reuse, 

revision and retention. 

The retrieve step is the most critical step; for solving the new problem, the most 

potentially useful cases are retrieved from the case base. Retrieving a case starts with 

a problem description and aims at finding a best matching case. The retrieve step 

most probably determines the accuracy of the system. Because the prediction 

performance of the CBR system depends on the retrieve step, how to measure the 

similarity of cases and how to combine the retrieved cases’ solution are very 

important issues. Actually, recognizing a set of relevant problem descriptors, 

matching the case, returning the similar cases to the given problem and selecting the 

most suitable cases from the set of cases returned are the subtasks of retrieving. 

Reusing the retrieved case solution should focus on identifying the differences 

between the retrieved case and the unsolved problem, and identifying the useful part 

of a retrieved case which has contribution to determine the solution of the given 

problem. This process is also called case adaptation. Since similar cases are assumed to 

offer rough, approximate solutions to query problems, adaptation is usually understood 

as a kind of refinements to be conducted in a small scale. For instance, conservative 

adaptation [29] suggests that minimal changes being made on a source case for 

reaching consistency with the query problem in light of the domain knowledge. A 

logic-based repairing strategy was proposed in [30] to remove the inconsistence of 

source cases with the query problem specifications and domain knowledge. An 

opportunistic approach to adaptation knowledge acquisition was suggested in [31] in 

which knowledge discovery task is triggered at problem-solving time and assisted with 

human-machine interaction. Automated optimization of case adaptation process can be 

achieved by using a genetic algorithm (GA) based approach as addressed in [32]. The 

case-based decision analysis framework [33] [34] can assist CBR systems to make 

more secured and rational choices in uncertain environments.  However it can only 

identify the most rational and promising solution from a finite number of candidates 

rather than generate a new modified solution in the continuous space. 

Generally, the case solution generated by the reuse process is not always correct 

or exact. So, revising the case solution to get the most suitable solution for given 

problem is necessary. After the three previous steps are finished, the last step decides 

how to retrain the case to incorporate whatever is useful from the new case into the 

case library.  

The CBR system has many advantages, showed as: 
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 One CBR system use previously solved cases as knowledge to solve new 

problem 

 A CBR system can work when new problem is not fully understood by using 

some similar cases’ solutions to determine the solution of the new problem, 

even if we cannot fully understand the new problem. 

 When case base is increased, the case base can achieve more information for 

solving problems. 

 The working way of CBR system is similar to human reasoning and preferred 

by many experts. 

2.1.2 Application of CBR 

Since the first case-based reasoning workshop, identified theoretical foundations 

and fundamental issues for CBR research, much work has examined the CBR process 

itself, the validity of CBR model, and the application of CBR technology. The 

refinements in theories of the case-based reasoning process, psychological evidence 

for human case-based reasoning were the results of that work. With being developed 

continually, CBR has grown into both of the academic and commercial fields in 

1990's. 

Even though Case-based reasoning is a relatively new method, there are several 

successful applications in commerce; CBR has lot of applications in as: 

 Diagnosis: 

In case-based diagnosis systems, the past cases whose feature lists are similar to 

that of the new problem will be retrieved. And then the best matching retrieved cases 

used to suggest a solution which is reused and tested for success will be diagnosed. 

There are lots of medical CBR diagnostic systems installed of this type system. 

 Decision support: 

In decision making, people often look for the previous solved cases which are 

similar to the current problems for possible solutions when faced with a unstructured 

and complex problem. This idea is exactly the same to the core CBR assumption that 

similar problems have similar solutions. Actually, the aim of retrieval process in CBR 

systems is to find relevant cases. 

 Help desk: 

When dealing with handling problems with a product or service in the customer 
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service area, people often use case-based diagnostic systems. 

 Design: 

The systems which have been developed to support human designers in 

architectural and industrial design can help the user in only one part of the design 

process, that of retrieving past cases. What is more, to support the full design process, 

the system should be combined with other forms of reasoning. 

 Assess : 

Assessment tasks are very common in the finance and marketing area. For 

solving the problem in these areas, the basic idea is to learn the similarity of previous 

experience. By comparing the values of a variable to the known values of something 

similar, Case-based systems are used to determine values for the variable.  

CBR is suitable in areas where: 

 Case base library is available. 

 Similarity in problems description represents similarity in solutions. 

 Similar problem can be described by a set of characters. 

 The process of solving problem is quite difficult to build or takes a lot of 

resource. 

Case-based reasoning is often used where the general knowledge is lacking when 

solving problems and where the experts feel hard to explain their thought about how 

they understand the problem. In such domains, the knowledge acquisition for a 

classical knowledge based system would be quite difficult, and the incomplete or 

inaccurate results could be possibly produced. CBR can decrease the need for 

knowledge acquisition just to establishing how to obtain the useful characters from 

previous solved cases. 

2.2 Related Work 

2.2.1 Similarity modeling in CBR 

 In case-based reasoning research, utility-oriented similarity modeling [2][3]has 

been regarded as an important direction to advance the CBR research, while in 

similarity modeling literature, to obtain the optimal weighting is what most of works 

focus on. In feature weighting, the different features are assigned with different 

weights which depend on how much they influence on the final similarity metric, so 
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the similarity metric actually is a sum of local matching values on individual features 

with different weights. 

Lots of works have been done in order to get the most feasible values of weights; 

in [5] authors tried to adjust feature weights according to the feedback of the retrieval 

results, whether they are success or fail. In [6] authors introduced a method to 

optimize the number of neighbors and the weight of every feature at the same time. 

Probability-based method, as showed in [7], which assigned the weight values to 

features by utilizing the classes probability and probability ranking principle. But 

these works do not account for the utility of cases directly, and as a consequence 

these methods cannot achieve better performance. And weighting based on 

performance feedback could make the processing more oriented towards result, 

which give a challenge to the potential meaning of derived weights for features. 

In [10], due to the difficulty to give suitable weights value to feature, they 

proposed a new approach to learn weights by using a genetic algorithm based on 

similarity information, which is gotten from cases in case library. They introduced a 

suitable method for both linear and nonlinear similarity functions. 

Some other works also used the information about the rank of retrieved cases as 

the learning signal in [8]. But this method has the disadvantage that learning signal 

only contains comparative information, and lacks quantitative information which 

may cause imprecise utility assessment.  

A framework for utility-oriented similarity modeling has been introduced in [3] 

and [26], which proposed the idea to get the utility by learning from the pairs of cases. 

The main method is to minimize the discrepancy between the assessed similarity 

values and the desired utility values by adapting the parameters in a similarity metric. 

With the new structure for similarity metric being introduced, which encodes feature 

significance a more competent approximation of case utility become available. 

2.2.2 Fuzzy rules used in similarity assessment 

As mentioned above, lots of work tried to get values of feature weights and made 

their contributions to the CBR research, but the drawbacks of this similarity 

modeling method are also noteworthy. No matter how to get the values of weights, 

this kind of method is constrained by weighted combination of the local matching 

degree, which makes similarity assessment hard to represent the utility of cases in 
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case library to new problem. 

Fortunately, with fuzzy rule-based reasoning being used in recent CBR research, 

the more powerful and flexible method to represent the knowledge about case 

similarity is introduced. The fuzzy rule based systems have been proved that it is a 

universal approximates [36] for the ability to approximate any kind of function to any 

accuracy [9]. Compared to the traditional similarity assessment as a weighted sum of 

local matching values, the use of fuzzy rule can achieve more accurate similarity 

assessment with regard to concept of case utility. In this way, both the quality of 

retrieved cases and the performance of decision fusion can be improved. 

Fuzzy rule based reasoning was employed in [23] as a mechanism for 

distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant cases. Every case in the case base is 

examined via fuzzy reasoning based upon fuzzy rules to decide whether it is relevant 

and should be selected for retrieval given a query problem. Empirical evaluations 

have revealed that the use of appropriate fuzzy rules for case classification leads to 

improving information recall rate and precision of the set of retrieved cases at the 

same time. 

A fuzzy approach to representing the semantics and evaluation criteria for 

similarity is introduced in [24] and [13]. Therein the fuzzy rule-based reasoning is 

utilized as a case matching mechanism to assess the similarity between cases and the 

new problem. The premise learning method [35] [37] was applied to induce the fuzzy 

similarity rules from case library, and case-pair comparisons produced training 

examples for fuzzy rule learning. 

The situation that two cases have the same distances to one problem, but the two 

cases belong to two different classes, can happen. If we do not solve this, the given 

classification problem could be classified to a wrong class. In this thesis, our method 

provide a way to solve this classification problem by employing more refined 

evaluation criteria based on fuzzy rules. 
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3 Case-based reasoning integrated with fuzzy 

rules 

3.1 The roles of fuzzy rules in a CBR system 

The overview of fuzzy-CBR system is showed in Fig.3. For given problem, we 

search for useful cases with corresponding solutions in the case base. The relation 

between the problem and a certain case is built through a fuzzy rule set [27] [28] 

which is gotten by using modified Wang’s method on the case base. This relation can 

be a value which represents every case’s utility to the given problem. After obtaining 

all the utility values from the case base, we go to the decision fusion part to decide the 

solution for the problem by modifying and aggregating the known cases’ solutions. 

The case with higher utility, the more influence on determining the final solution.  

Specially, for classification problem, the decision fusion part actually is a voting 

procedure to choose the most plausible class from the case library. The cases in the 

case library which have same output will go to the voting procedure as showed by 

( , ) ( )

0 ( )!
i

i i

i

utility P C if Class C A
VS

if Class C AC


 


                      (1) 

(i=1, 2, … , n)  where A means the case’s class. 

Finally we select the class with the largest voting scores as the predicted class for 

problem P, i.e., 

Class (p) =argmax [VS (A)]                                               (2) 
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Fig. 3 The fuzzy CBR system 

Theoretically, the fuzzy rules based reasoning is really different from the 

tradition distance based matching function. Every case in the case library is given a 

utility value based on the fuzzy rules as how much it is useful to the new problem. The 

method to obtain the fuzzy rules and the utility of cases for given problem will be 

introduced in the following section. Compared to the tradition distance based 

matching function, our method also considers the situation where one case which is 

far from the problem in distance but is really useful for the problem. Introducing the 

fuzzy rules as criteria for utility assessment in CBR system has several advantages 

[13]: 

-First, the fuzzy rules based reasoning showed a more general and flexible ability 

than tradition distance based matching function. Because more complete knowledge 

for assessment of cases, more accurate utility assessment can be achieved in winder 

problem spaces. 

-Second, the nature of fuzzy rules enables acquiring and integrating knowledge 

from multiple sources. In this thesis, we will talk about generating fuzzy rules from 

case base using modified Wang’s method. If we can combine an expert’s experience 

with the rules, our system will be more accurate for real application. 

-Third, it can give more comprehensible information. In some cases, one case is 

far from the problem in physical distance, but this case contains much more useful 

information than some nearer cases in physical distance, since we can avoid this 

problem by evaluating this situation into account when using the fuzzy rules. 
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3.2 Fuzzy rule structure for case matching 

Suppose that the unsolved problems and cases have n  features. Case iC  in 

the case library is described as 1 2( , ,..., , )i i i in iC c c c s  where 1 2, ,...,i i inc c c  denote the 

attribute value, is denotes the corresponding output of case iC . Similarly, problem P 

also have n features, i.e., 1 2( , ,..., )nP p p p , and jp represents the jth attribute in 

problem P. For matching case iC and problem P, first we need to form them into a 

pair 1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ,..., , , ,..., )i n i i inP C p p p c c c , just inputs included. Then, the features of 

this pair will be used as the inputs for fuzzy rules to decide the utility value of case 

iC with respect to problem P. 

Assume that the fuzzy regions for feature ix  (i=1…n)are represented by R(i,1), 

R(i,2) ,…, R(i, k[i]) and k[i] is the k th fuzzy regions for ix . The values of the features 

of pair ( , )iP C  will be treated as the inputs of fuzzy rules. The fuzzy rules employed 

in this thesis for assessing case similarity are formulated as follows: 

IF [ 1p  is R(1, r)] and [ 2p  is R(2, s)] and … and [ 1ic  is R(1, l)] and [ 2ic  is R(2, m)] 

and … , Then the utility = V.                                                (3) 

Where R(1, r) indicates the r th fuzzy region of 1x and R(2, s) indicates the s th 

fuzzy region of 2x , … , and R(1, l) indicates the l th fuzzy region of 1x , and R(2, m) 

indicates the m th fuzzy region of 2x , … . 

3.3 Fuzzy rules and reasoning for utility assessment 

Then, the features of this pair ( , )iP C will be used as the inputs for fuzzy rules to 

decide the utility value of case iC with respect to problem P. 

With the availability of a set of rules got in section 4, the utility value between 

case  and problem P can be calculated in the following procedures: 

(1) Form case iC and problem P into a new pair,  

1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ,..., , , ,..., )i n i i inP C p p p c c c                                  (4) 

(2) calculate the firing strength for every rule kR , 

1 2 1
1 2 1( , ) [ ( ) ( ) ... ( ) ( ) ... ( )]/ 2k k k k k

n n
k i j i inI I I I I

t P C m p m p m p m c m c n             (5) 

Where 
k

jI  denotes the input region of rule k for the jth component, n  denotes 
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the feature of problem P. And ( )k
n

jI
m p  denotes degree of jp  in region k

nI . 

Here we calculate the mean value of degrees for all the features of a case pair in 

order to take the situation into consider, where the degrees of several features are 

equal to zero, but the others’ degrees are unequal to zero, sometimes really big. That 

means, the several features are irrelevant to the corresponding features of the given 

problem, but the others are really relevant to the problem. The firing strength 

calculated in this situation may have big influence on making decision for our system. 

(3) Calculate the utility value between case  and problem P by aggregating 

conclusions of the rules according to their firing strengths, 

  

( , ) *

( , )
( , )

k

k

i k

i

i

P C V

tutility P C
P C

t






                                            (6) 

For k=1, 2, … , x. The x means number of the rules in the fuzzy rules set. 

Where kV  is the value y of THEN part of rule kR . 

Here, we get the utility between the given problems with one case after searching 

all rules, which is used in (1) to decide which class the problem belongs to. 

 

4 Generate fuzzy rules 

Assume that we are given a set of cases: 

    
     1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2, ,..., , , , ,..., , ,..., , ,..., ,m m m m

n n nx x x y x x x y x x x y                    (7) 

Where 1 2, ,...,i i i

nx x x are inputs, and iy is the output. Specially, the iy is the class 

in classification problem. The general multi-input one-output cases are chosen in 

order to clarify the basic ideas of our method on classification problem. The task here 

is to generate the fuzzy rules from (7). 

Our modified Wang’s method derives from original Wang’s method used to 

generate fuzzy rules from data base which is introduced in [14]. Different to its 

several steps, our method consists of four steps. Firstly, form two cases into a case 

pair. Secondly, divide the input spaces into fuzzy regions. And then generate fuzzy 

rules from case pairs. Finally, assign a degree to each rule to generate final rules. The 
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detailed steps are showed as below. 

4.1 Step 1: Form Two Cases into a Case Pair 

Suppose we have two cases,  1 2, ,..., ;i i i i

nx x x y  and  1 2, ,..., ;j j j j

nx x x y . And we 

form the two cases into a case pair, 

  1 2 1 2, ,..., , , ,..., ;i i i j j j ij

n nx x x x x x y
                                          (8)

 

Actually, in classification problem, 
ijy  is the relevance of two cases, 

1, ( )

0,

i j

ij if y y
y

otherwise

 
 


 , and , 1,2,...,i j m .                                (9) 

From (9), we can see that if a set of cases consists of m  cases, we will get 

m m  case pairs. 

This is the basic, but important step of our method. Compared to Wang’s 

method which is used to generate the fuzzy rules directly from the case base, our 

modified Wang’s method generates the rules from a case pair instead of a single case. 

This is the ground work for searching the solutions of given problems. 

4.2 Step 2: Divide the Input Spaces into Fuzzy Regions 

In order to generate the fuzzy rules, we divide the input spaces into fuzzy regions 

firstly. Generally, the number of the fuzzy rules depends on the number of fuzzy 

regions of each variable. We can get more fuzzy rules by dividing the space into more 

fuzzy regions. We can say that the more fuzzy regions, the higher accuracy on solving 

problems in general. But it is not absolute. What is more, the more rules, the more 

time will be consumed on getting the final solution for a new problem. We should 

assign more suitable number for fuzzy regions according to previous experience and 

repeated experiments by considering both the accuracy and consuming time.  

We can suppose that the domain intervals of 1 2 1 2, ,..., , , ,...,i i i j j j

n nx x x x x x  of a case 

pair are
1 1( ) , ( )i ix x    ,

2 2( ) , ( )i ix x    ,…, ( ) , ( )i i

n nx x    , 
1 1( ) , ( )j jx x    ,  

2 2( ) , ( )j jx x     ,…, ( ) , ( )j j

n nx x    , respectively, where the “domain interval” means 

that a variable has a big possibility to lie in this interval [14].  

Actually, the values of a variable could lie outside, and also are allowed to lie 

outside its domain interval. Then we divide each domain interval into 2 1n  regions 
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(Here n  can be different for different variables to assign different numbers of 

regions, and the widths of these regions can be equal or unequal to describe the 

distribution of the values of a variable), denoted by Sn (Small n),…, S1 (Small 1), CE 

(Center), B1(Big 1), …, and Bn (Big n), and assign a membership function to each one. 

For simplicity, we just draw the membership function figures for the first two 

variables of both cases which are used to form into one pair, i.e., 
1 2 1 2, , ,i i j jx x x x . 

Assume that two cases are in the same class, i.e., i jy y , and ijy =1. The 
1

ix  and 
1

jx  

are the different values of the same variable 1x , and also  
2

ix  and 
2

jx  are the 

different values of the same variable
2x . Assume that we assign 7 membership 

functions to 1x , whose width are equal to each other, and 5 membership functions to 

2x , whose width are equal to each other, too . 

 The shape of each membership function is triangular; one vertex lies at the 

center of the region and indicates the membership value unity; the other two vertexes 

lie at the centers of the two neighboring regions and indicate the membership value 

zero. Fig .4 shows the example. Any other shapes of membership functions are 

possible. 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 
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Fig.4 Division of input spaces into fuzzy regions and the corresponding 

membership functions. (1)
 1( )m x  (2) 2( )m x . 

4.3 Step 3: Generate Fuzzy Rules from Cases Pairs 

Suppose the same case pair with Step 2 with four inputs 
1 2 1 2, , ,i i j jx x x x  which 

come from two cases before being formed into the case pair, and a output ijy  which 

actually is the relevance of the two cases.  

First, determine the degree of given inputs in different regions. In Fig.2, 
1

ix  has 

degree 0.8 in B1, degree 0.2 in CE, and zero degrees in all other regions. Similarly, 

2

ix  has degree 0.75 in S1, degree 0.25 in CE, and zero degrees in all other regions. 

Also, 
1

ix  has degree 0.7 and 0.3 in CE and S1 respectively, and zero degrees in all 

other regions. 2

jx  has degrees 0.7 and 0.3 in B2 and B1 respectively, and zero 

degrees in all other regions.  

Second, assign the maximum degree to the inputs. So, 1

ix  is region B1, 2

ix  is 

considered to be region S1, 1

jx  is CE, and 2

jx  is regarded as B2. Here ijy  is 1 . 

So, we can obtain one rule of this case pair  1 2 1 2, ,..., , ,...;i i j j ijx x x x y , 

, ,..., , ,...;
1 2 1 2

j j iji ix x x x y  
 

[ 1

ix (0.8 in B1, max); 2

ix (0.75 in S1, max);…; 1

jx (0.7 

in CE, max); 2

jx (0.7 in B2, max);…; ijy  is 1]: 

IF 1

ix  is B1 and 2

ix  is S1 and … and 1

jx  is CE and 2

jx  is B2 and …, Then the 

relevance ijy  is 1.                                                       (10) 

 Since ijy  is the relevance of two cases in a case pair, it could be 1 or 0, and that 

means the two cases are relevant or irrelevant respectively. The rules generated in 

this way are “and” rules, in which the conditions of IF part must be met 

simultaneously in order to get the result of THEN part [14]. 

4.4 Step 4: Assign a Degree to Each Rule to Generate Final 

Rules 

Even though there could be limited number of cases, the number of case pairs 

are really big after forming these cases into pairs. And each case pair generates one 
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rule, it is highly probable that there will be some same rules, i.e., rules that have the 

same IF part and the same THEN part, and conflicting rules, i.e., rules that have the 

same IF part but the different THEN part. The way to resolve the same rules is to 

assign a degree to the rules, and only leave the rule with maximum degree. The way 

to resolve the conflicting rules is to assign a degree to the rules, and only leave the 

rules with maximum degree [14]. 

Since we have provided the method to combine the rules, we need to formulate 

the way to calculate the degree of a rule. Here we multiply the degree of each input of 

a case pair together as the degree of a rule. The same example as mentioned in Step 

3: 

IF 1

ix  is B1 and 2

ix  is S1 and … and 1

jx  is CE and 2

jx  is B2 and …, Then the 

relevance ijy  is 1. So,  

1 1 1 2 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )... ( ) ( )...i i j j

B S CE BD rule m x m x m x m x
                             (11)

 

Here, ( )D rule  is the degree of a rule, 1 1( )i

Bm x  is the degree of input 1

ix  , 1 2( )i

Sm x  

is the degree of 
2

ix ,  1( )j

CEm x is the degree of 
1

jx , 2 2( )j

Bm x  is the degree of 
2

jx . 

5 Experiment tests 

We have done tests on three benchmark data sets: IRIS, WINE, and 

CLEVENLAND. We evaluated the performance of our new method on these three 

data sets when only quite small case bases were available for learning, and the 

experiments have showed good results compared with other methods which were 

employed previously on the same data sets. 

IRIS, WINE, and CLEVENLAND data sets are used to test our new method. IRIS 

and WINE data sets have cases in three classes, while CLEVENLAND have cases in 

two classes. IRIS has 150 instances, WINE has 178 instances, and CLEVENLAND has 

297 instances. For IRIS data set, the number of attributes is 4, and for both WINE 

and CLEVENLAND data sets, the number of attributes is 13.  

No order is assumed on the given classes for each data set. Experiments were 

made by dividing the data set randomly into several parts: one part was used as case 

base for learning rules and the remaining parts were used as the test data as the 

problems. The fuzzy rules learnt from case bases were used to guide the retrieval of 

useful cases for classification of problems in the test data sets. 
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5.1Test on IRIS data set 

As the IRIS data set has 150 instances, we divided the data set into three parts of 

equal size. Every time we used one part as case base for learning fuzzy rules, and the 

other two parts were treated as the test data. 

The part used as case base was formed into a new data set for learning fuzzy 

rules. The way to get the new data set was to merge every instance of this part with all 

the 50 instances into 50 pairs as mentioned in 4.1. And then we did the same thing to 

all the 50 instances, so we got a data set with 2500 pairs for learning fuzzy rules. For 

the test part, every case in the rest 100 instances was employed as the test example.  

We assigned 7 membership functions for each input variable. That means, every 

input space is divided into 7 fuzzy regions which are equal to each other in our system. 

In the future work, we can optimize the widths of the fuzzy region to improve the 

performance. The IRIS has 4 inputs for every case, so the new test data set has 8 

inputs considering pairs of cases. When we calculated the firing strength for every 

rule kR in (5), we set a threshold value, 0.5. Only those rules with firing strengths 

larger than this threshold have influence on final decision fusion.  

For reflecting the good performance of our method, when we tested on these 

three data sets, we also used the simplest method KNN to the same data set. 

Table 1 and Table 2 indicate the classification accuracy on the IRIS data set 

under our new method and KNN, respectively. 

Table1  

Classification accuracy on the IRIS data using our method 

Training 

data 

number Test data number Classification 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mean) 

Data 1 50 Data23 100 94% 95.33% 

Data 2 50 Data31 100 96% 

Data 3 50 Data12 100 96% 
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Table2  

Classification accuracy on the IRIS data using KNN 

Traini

ng 

data 

numb

er 

Test 

data 

numb

er 

Test errors for 

different K 

Classificati

on 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(me

an) K=

1 

K=

3 

K=

5 

K=

7 

Data 1 50 Data2

3 

100 6 5 4 5 95% 97.25% 

Data 2 50 Data3

1 

100 2 2 1 3 98% 

Data 3 50 Data1

2 

100 4 7 2 3 96% 

 

After comparing the classification accuracy of the two methods, you may say that 

the KNN has a little better performance than our method. This may be due to the fact 

that local information utilized by KNN sometimes appears more precise than the 

global knowledge used by our method. But when we further decreased the size of the 

case base, the situation was quite to the contrary. 

We decreased the number of the case base from 50 to 10 by choosing 10 cases 

randomly. Then we did the test again using our method separately with the same 

rules. That means, we just changed the number of cases in case base but kept the 

number of the cases for testing the same. For KNN, the case base also was 10 

instances. 

We can see the changes in classification accuracy for the two methods on the 

tested IRIS data set in the following two tables. 

Table3  

Classification accuracy on the IRIS data using our method 

Training 

data 

number Test data number Classification 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mean) 

Data 1_10 10 Data23 100 94% 94.67% 

Data 

2_10 

10 Data31 100 94% 

Data 

3_10 

10 Data12 100 96% 
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Table4  

Classification accuracy on the IRIS data using KNN 

Traini

ng data 

numb

er 

Test 

data 

numb

er 

Test errors for 

different K 

Classification 

accuracy 

Classificatio

n 

accuracy(m

ean) 

K=

1 

K=

3 

K=

5 

K=

7 

Data 

1_10 

10 Data2

3 

100 10 12 14 63 75.25% 73.16% 

Data 

2_10 

10 Data3

1 

100 11 23 33 36 67% 

Data 

3_10 

10 Data1

2 

100 8 10 13 60 77.25% 

 

From Table 3 and Table 4, we can see when we decrease the number of datas 

which are used as case base, our new method showed better performance than KNN, 

because the our rules for case matching, were generated from a global perspective 

and thereby they don’t purely rely on local information from neighboring cases as in 

KNN. 

After that, we also compare our result with other papers’ results. Table 5 shows 

the comparison. The classification accuracy we obtained on IRIS data set is very close 

to the best result, and what is more important is that the number of case for learning 

is really small compared with other methods. We only used one third of the whole 

data for learning, other method used 90% of the whole data for learning. This shows 

an attractive advantage compared with other methods, when there are only a small 

number of cases available for learning. 

Table 5 

Comparison with other method on IRIS data 

Learning methods                 Accuracy (%)   Number of cases for learning 

 

T h i s  t h e s i s               9 5 . 3 3                    5 0 

C 4. 5  [ 1 6]                                    9 4 . 7                                         1 3 5 

I G A  c l a s s i f i er  [ 1 7 ]                     9 5 . 1                                        1 3 5 

R e f .  [ 1 8 ]                                    9 5 . 3                                         1 3 5 

R e f  [ 1 5 ]                                     9 6 . 7                                         1 4 4 
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5.2 Test on WINE data set 

We divided the WINE data (178 instances) set into three parts, one of which has 

60 or 59 instances. Every time we used one part as case base for learning fuzzy rules 

and the other two parts were employed as the test data. 

We also assigned 7 membership functions for each input variable, and all fuzzy 

regions are equal to each other. The WINE had 13 inputs in each case, so the new test 

data set had 26 inputs considering case pairs. We set 0.5 as threshold value when we 

calculated the firing strength for every rule  in (5). And we also compared the 

performance of our method with KNN. 

The classification accuracy on the IRIS data set using our new method and KNN 

will be indicated in the following two Tables, respectively. 

Table6  

Classification accuracy on the WINE data using our method 

Training 

data 

number Test data number Classification 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mean) 

Data 1 60 Data23 118 95.76% 95.79% 

Data 2 59 Data21 119 95.80% 

Data 3 59 Data12 119 95.80% 

 

Table7 

Classification accuracy on the WINE data using KNN 

Traini

ng data 

numb

er 

Test 

data 

numb

er 

Test errors for 

different K 

Classific

ation 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mea

n) K=

1 

K=

3 

K=

5 

K=

7 

Data 1 60 Data23 118 31 34 32 34 72.24% 69.67% 

Data 2 59 Data21 119 38 43 44 42 64.91% 

Data 3 59 Data12 119 30 38 31 35 71.85% 

 

What is more, we decreased the number of the case base to 6. Then redo the test 

using our method separately with the same rules generated by the 60 or 59 cases. 
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And test the same cases. For KNN, the case base also was 6 instances. 

Table 8 and Table 9 indicate the classification accuracy on the WINE data set 

under our new method and KNN with 6 instances, respectively. 

Table8 

Classification accuracy on the WINE data using our method 

Training 

data 

number Test data number Classification 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mean) 

Data 1_6 6 Data23 118 77.12% 85.43% 

Data 2_6 6 Data21 119 81.51% 

Data 3_6 6 Data12 119 97.47% 

 

Table9 

Classification accuracy on the WINE data using KNN 

Training 

data 

nu

mb

er 

Test 

data 

numb

er 

Test errors for 

different K 

Classific

ation 

accuracy 

Classification 

accuracy(mea

n) K=1 K=3 K=5 

Data 1_6 6 Data23 118 35 42 74 57.35% 54.89% 

Data 2_6 6 Data21 119 35 43 71 58.26% 

Data 3_6 6 Data12 119 31 33 119 48.74% 

 

From Table 8 and Table 9, we also can see that, when we decreased the size of 

data base, our new method still showed much better performance than KNN. 

Table 10 

Comparison with other method on WINE data 

Learning methods    Accuracy (%)     Number of cases for learning 

 

T h i s  t h e s i s              9 5 . 7 9                    6 0 - 5 9 

C 4 . 5  [ 1 6 ]                9 0 . 1                   1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 

I G A  c l a s s i f i e r  [ 1 7 ]        9 3 . 7                   1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 

R e f .  [ 1 8 ]                  9 1 . 6                    1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 

R e f  [ 1 9 ]                   9 4 . 4                    1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 

S O P - 3  [ 2 0 ]               9 3 . 5                   1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 

M O P - 3  [ 2 0 ]               9 7 . 0                   1 6 0 ~ 1 6 1 
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Then compare our result with other papers’ results. From Table 10 we can see 

that the classification accuracy obtained on WINE data set is almost the best result 

among all, and the advantage on the small number of cases for learning is impressive. 

We also just used one third of the whole data for learning compared to other 

method’s 90% of the whole data for learning. Our method can survive when there are 

only a small number of case bases available for learning. 

5.3 Test on CLEVELAND data set 

Five trials were made on the Cleveland data (297 instances) with division of the 

whole data set into 5 parts of equal size, as showed in Table 1, i.e., cl_data1, cl_data2, 

cl_data3, cl_data4 and cl_data5. In each trial only one part was employed as the case 

base for learning and the remaining parts were merged together as the corresponding 

test data, i.e., cl_data2-5, cl_data3-1, cl_data4-2, cl_data5-3 and cl_data1-4. 

Seven membership functions were assigned to each input variable, and all fuzzy 

regions had the same widths compared to each other. The new test data set had 26 

inputs for the CLEVELAND’s 13 inputs. We set 0.5 as threshold value when we used 

(5) to calculate the firing strength for every rule .  

Table 11 

Classification accuracy on Cleveland data 

Case group  

for 

learning 

Number of 

cases for 

learning 

Case group  

for testing 

Number of 

cases for 

testing 

Number of 

test errors 

Classificatio

n accuracy 

(%) 

cl_data1 60 cl_data2-5 237 39 83.54 

cl_data2 60 cl_data3-1 237 72 69.62 

cl_data3 59 cl_data4-2 238  44 81.51 

cl_data4 59 cl_data5-3 238  54 77.31 

cl_data5 59 cl_data1-4 238  113 52.52 

                  Average classification accuracy 72.90 
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Table12 

Classification accuracy on Cleveland data with active selection of learning cases 

Case group  

for 

learning 

Number of 

cases for 

learning 

Case group  

for testing 

Number of 

cases for 

testing 

Number of 

test errors 

Classificatio

n 

accuracy(%) 

cl_data1 58 cl_data2-5 237 41 82.70 

cl_data2 56 cl_data3-1 237 37 84.39 

cl_data3 58 cl_data4-2 238  45 81.90 

cl_data4 54 cl_data5-3 238  46 80.67 

cl_data5 48 cl_data1-4 238  39 83.61 

                  Average classification accuracy 82.49 

 

Table 11 shows that the average classification accuracy is 72.90%. 

As mentioned in preceding section, the method used in this thesis to calculate 

the firing strength for a matching rule given an unsolved problem and a certain case 

is to use “average” in (5). In this way, the class balance in the learning cases makes a 

no negligible influence on the classification accuracy of our method. The “class 

balance” means that the number of learning cases in one class should roughly be 

equal to the number of learning cases in any other class. In the CLEVELAND data, 

there are 136 cases in Class two and 161 cases in Class one. It is necessary to consider 

this problem to avoid the influence caused by unbalanced classes on the classification 

accuracy. But there is no need to consider this problem for WINE data and IRIS data 

because their case classes are balanceable. 

In Table 11, the number of cases for learning in group “cl_data5” is 59, among 

which there are 24 cases in Class two, and 35 cases in Class one. In order to obtain 

the “class balance”, we make some changes on group “cl_data5” by deleting 11 more 

cases in Class one randomly to get the new group “cl_data5” with 48 cases for 

learning showed in Table 12. For other four learning groups, we follow the same 

strategy. We obtain the new “cl_data1” with 58 learning cases in Table 12 by deleting 

2 more cases in Class one of the “cl_data1” with 60 cases in Table 11, new “cl_data2” 

with 56 learning cases in Table 12 by deleting 4 more cases in Class one, new 

“cl_data3” with 58 learning cases in Table 12 by deleting 2 more cases in Class one 

and new “cl_data4” with 54 learning cases in Table 12 by deleting 6 more cases in 

Class one. Which cases are determined to be deleted may have influence on the 

classification accuracy, but it’s slight. We did the adjustment just for learning groups, 
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but kept the corresponding testing groups the same. 

Table 12 shows that the average classification accuracy with active case selection 

learning cases is 82.49%.  

Also we can conclude that the “class balance” is much more important than a 

bigger number of learning cases to obtain higher classification accuracy. 

Table 13 

Comparison with other method on CLEVEAN data 

Learning methods                Accuracy (%)    Number of cases for learning 

 

T h i s  p a p e r                 8 2 . 4 9                    4 8 - 5 8 

R e f .  [ 1 9 ]                    5 3 . 7                    2 6 7 - 2 6 8 

S O P - 3 [ 2 0 ]                  5 4 . 6                    2 6 7 - 2 6 8 

M O P - 3 [ 2 0 ]                   5 7 . 43                     2 6 7 - 2 6 8 

 

Table 13 shows the comparison with other methods in terms of classification 

accuracy (on test data) and the numbers of cases used for learning on the Cleveland 

data. The classification accuracy which we obtained on the Cleveland data is the best 

result among the other works. Further, it is also worthy to note that we used a much 

smaller number of cases for learning in the trails just like the tests on WINE data and 

IRIS data set. Our method will still show a really good performance when there is a 

quite limited amount of data for learning. 

 

6 Summary and Conclusion 

In this thesis, we introduce a new method to for case-based classification by 

using modified WANG’s algorithm to generate fuzzy rules. We use the cases with 

solutions in case base to form case pairs as the training data for generating fuzzy 

rules. Compared to the original WANG’s algorithm, our modified Wang’s method 

generates the rules from a case pair instead of a single case. The generated fuzzy rules 

have been used to assess the utility of cases with solution in case base to new problem. 

For achieving a final solution to the given new problem, this is the direct utility 

estimate of cases with solutions to unsolved problem. The method used in our thesis 

can be more useful when there are some expert’s experiences or knowledge available, 
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and then we can use this expert experience or knowledge as additional rules to 

supplement the fuzzy rules obtained from case pairs by using modified WANG’s 

algorithm. So the combined fuzzy rules have two kinds of fuzzy rules: one is from 

cases in case base and the other obtained from experts. 

The reason why we choose the WANG algorithm is because it is a simpler and 

faster algorithm to generate fuzzy rules and it also can combine experts’ experience if 

existing. 

We have done the tests of our method on three benchmark data sets: IRIS, 

WINE, and CLEVENLAND. We evaluated the performance of our new method on 

these three data sets when only quite small case bases were available for learning, 

and the experiments have showed good results compared with other methods which 

were employed previously on the same data sets. As showed by table 5, table 10, 

table13, our method’ classification accuracy on these three data sets is almost the 

highest among them, and one more thing that is worthy to note is the number of 

cases for learning fuzzy rules is much smaller compared with other methods. From 

this point we can say that our method can achieve better performance when just a 

small number of cases are available. And we also compared our method with KNN, 

when the case base was decreased to a small number; our method really did 

outperform KNN. 

The main feature and advantage of our new method are: first of all, it uses case 

pairs as the inputs to generate fuzzy rules, so the fuzzy rules have all of the 

information about the relation between cases and it is different to traditional 

similarity assessment by feature weighting. And the second is that we use fuzzy rules 

which can combine the experience from experts and the information from cases- in a 

coherent manner. Because the algorithm used to generate fuzzy rules is modified 

WANG’s algorithm, the freedom to choose the type and number of membership 

functions is quite large. 

 

7 Future work 

 For the reason that we do not have enough time, we can’t continue to improve 

the thesis further. There are a lot of works which can be done in the future. The 

membership functions used in our experiments are triangular membership function 
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whose widths can be optimized according to the distribution of the training data in 

the future work, and there are several other types of membership functions also 

available for our method. We can try to change the type of membership function to 

see the influence on the final classification accuracy. 

The fuzzy rules are directly generated from case pairs by using the modified 

WANG algorithm without optimization. In the future work, we can use some 

optimization methods, such as genetic algorithm, to optimize the fuzzy set 

membership functions used by the fuzzy rules. We believe that the performance of 

our method can get a further improvement after optimizing the membership function. 

The direction of optimization should be focused on optimizing the type of 

membership function and the widths of fuzzy regions. 

Another improvement that could be achieved on our method is to make the fuzzy 

rules into a more compact form. The number fuzzy rules are very big currently 

because we consider all the combinations of input fuzzy sets. What is more, to obtain 

the complete utility of cases, the unsolved problem will combine with all cases into 

pairs to be treated as the inputs of fuzzy rules. It will take a long time to go through 

the entire large amount of fuzzy rules. 

In this thesis, we did the tests on three benchmark data sets: IRIS, WINE, and 

CLEVENLAND. In the future work we can do more tests to verify the strong learning 

ability and high classification accuracy compared with other methods. 

Finally, but not the least, we can conduct feature selection [21][22][25] prior to 

building fuzzy rules. Feature selection aims to select a subset of significant features as 

inputs. It will be beneficial for both reducing the complexity of the system and 

increasing the accuracy of classification.  
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Appendix 

We used Matlab as programming language to make the software which was used 

to verify our method in this thesis. In this section, the Matlab codes to implement our 

method will be introduced. The main file with several functions is as follows: 

 

clear all; 

Train_data=load('data1.txt');    

http://www.iss.mdh.se/index.php?choice=publications&id=1825
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Test_data=load('data23.txt');   

[ DATA01 ] = generatepairis(Train_data ) 

[ R2 ] = generaterules(DATA01 )  

[ error ] = outputerror( R2,DATA01, Train_data, Test_data ) 

 

Where there are three functions, i.e., generateparis, generate rules and output 

error, to perform different functionalities. 

Function generate pairs is used to form two cases into a pair; the n inputs of one 

case are put in the first n inputs of the pair, and the n inputs of the other case are put 

in the second n inputs of the pair. The output of the pair depends on the outputs of 

the two cases; the output will be 1 if the outputs of the two cases are equal, otherwise 

0. Every case will be formed into pairs with all the cases in the case base, and the 

pairs will be put in a matrix, DATA01. 

 

for i=1:lengthx01 

        for j=1:lengthx01 

            P(1,:)=Train_data(i,:); 

            Q(1,:)=Train_data(j,:); 

            n=lengthx01; 

            for z=1:lengthx02-1 

            DATA01(j+n*(i-1),z)=P(1,z); 

            end 

             for z=1:lengthx02-1 

            DATA01(j+n*(i-1),z+lengthx02-1)=Q(1,z); 

             end 

             if P(1,lengthx02)==Q(1,lengthx02) 

                DATA01(j+n*(i-1),lengthx02*2-1)=1; 

             end 

             if P(1,lengthx02)~=Q(1,lengthx02) 

                DATA01(j+n*(i-1),lengthx02*2-1)=0; 

             end 

            

        end 

    end 
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Function generate rules is used to generate the fuzzy rules from DATA01. Each 

case pair generates one rule, and the original rules are put in R. it is highly probable 

that there will be some same rules, i.e., rules that have the same IF part and the same 

THEN part, and conflicting rules, i.e., rules that have the same IF part but the 

different THEN part. The way to resolve the same rules is to assign a degree to the 

rules, and only leave the rule with maximum degree which are put in R1.  

 

for j=1:n   

        Tf=(P1(i,:)==R1(j,:)); 

        if Tf==[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1]  

            flag=1;  

            R1(j,:)=P1(i,:);  

            Rshu(j)=Rshu(j)+1; 

            if  strength1(i)> strength(j) 

                 strength(j)= strength1(i); 

            end 

            break 

        else flag=0; 

        end 

       end 

      if flag==0 

       n=n+1; 

       R1(n,:)=P1(i,:); 

       Rshu(n)=1; 

       strength(n)= strength1(i); 

   end   

 

The way to resolve the conflicting rules is to assign a degree to the rules, and 

only leave the rules with maximum degree which actually are the final fuzzy rules, R2. 

 

for i=2:length2 

    P2(i,:)=R1(i,:); 

    for j=1:n    

        Tf=(P2(i,:)==R2(j,:)); 
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          if Tf==[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 0]  

               flag=1; 

               if strength(i)> strength2(j) 

                  R2(j,:)=P(i,:); 

                  R2shu(j)=R2shu(j)+Rshu(i); 

                  strength2(j)= strength(i); 

               end 

              break 

         else flag=0; 

         end 

     end 

      if flag==0  

         n=n+1; 

         R2(n,:)=P2(i,:); 

         R2shu(n)=Rshu(i); 

         strength2(n)= strength(i)  

     end 

 end 

 

Function output error is to output the number of wrong judgments on the 

classes of problems. We get the utility of each case to the given problem, and then 

vote the class based on the different utility scores of each class. 

 

for i=1:size(R2,1) 

          if y(i)>0.5      %threshold 

        Y(j)=Y(j)+y(i)*n(i); 

        N(j)=N(j)+y(i); 

        S(j)=Y(j)/N(j);    %utility 

          end 

      end 

 

 The class with the highest utility scores is regarded as the class of given 

problem. Utility A, B and C are the utility scores of class 1, 2 and 3 to the given 

problem. 
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for j=1:lengthx01    

     if DATA02(j,27)==1&&S(j)~=0&&N(j)~=0 

         A=A+S(j);              %utiliy A 

     end 

     if DATA02(j,27)==2&&S(j)~=0&&N(j)~=0 

         B=B+S(j);             %utility B  

     end           

     if DATA02(j,27)==3&&S(j)~=0&&N(j)~=0 

         C=C+S(j);            %utility C 

     end         

 end 

    if A>B&&A>C 

       Z=1;     %class 1 

   end 

   if B>A&&B>C 

       Z=2;        %class 2 

   end  

    if C>A&&C>B 

       Z=3;          %class 3 

   end  


